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I. INTRODUCTION
Abstract— Massive and rapidly increasing use of plastics
in modern society with short average use times and poor reuse
and recycling options has resulted in a global threat with
potentially devastating impacts on human and non-human
life. Knowledge on the impacts of plastics in all forms on the
planetary life-support system is rapidly accumulating and it
underlines the scale of the risk humanity is taking. While
quantitative information on production and use of plastics is
to a large extent available, the fate of plastics discarded or
leaked into the environment is highly uncertain. In particular,
knowledge of how much plastic at different scales down to
micro and nano levels reaches the ocean and the trajectories
of the plastic in the ocean remain poorly known. Based on the
mounting evidence, the United Nations have recognized the
threat and are coordinating the many efforts to limit the
amount of plastic that enters the environment uncontrolled.
However, the Earth observation community so far has not
managed to establish a global tracking and information
system that would provide quantitative information on where
and how plastics move in the ocean and allow the
identification of the points where marine plastic pollution
could be reduced most effectively. There are a number of
independent projects focused on better monitoring plastics in
the environment, including the ocean. In particular, projects
in the EU, USA, and Japan have participated in working
groups initiated by UN Environment. These projects are
focusing on the monitoring of marine litter and plastics,
management of information and knowledge, risks
assessments, exploitation of opportunities and synergies, and,
as far as possible, estimation of relevant costs and benefits.
Measurements proposed include satellite and airborne
remote sensing, surface and underwater in situ
measurements, and crowd-sourcing observations. The need
for extensive data processing and the use of deep learning
techniques is acknowledged. The sensors considered range
from multi- and hyperspectral sensing or other optical sensing
to radar imaging aiming at a wide geo-spatial coverage. There
is a need to develop global coordination mechanisms to ensure
that societal knowledge needs are met and decisions on
reducing plastic pollution in the ocean are informed by this
knowledge. OES in collaboration with the Blue Planet
Initiative of the Group on Earth Observations (GEO) and the
UN environment, is leading an initiative aiming at this
coordination.
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Plastics are integrated in almost everything we produce,
trade and use from the cloths we wear to the houses and
buildings we live and work in, the way our food and on-line
orders are protected, the infrastructure that provides
services for water, power, sewage, communication, and
transportation to us, and the many electronic tools we
utilize. In 2015, an estimated 448 million tons of plastics
were produced and of that 161 million tons had a use time
of less than 6 months [1]. This massive production of
plastics, along with an estimated average use time of 5 years
[1] compared to a plastics life-time of between 500 and
5000 years has led to a steady and potentially catastrophic
burden of plastics in all flows in the Earth’s life-support
system. And many of these flows in air and water transport
plastics into the ocean. In fact, an estimated 10% to 12% of
the plastics produced end up in the ocean. If the current
trajectory continues, then by 2050 there would be more
plastics than fish in the world’s oceans [2]. Plastics have
been found in the guts of marine megafauna and humans
and in the tissues of fish. The mounting global challenge of
plastic pollution [3,4,5,6,7] is impacting the marine
biosphere [8,9,10] and the food web [11]. Over time,
plastics in the environment break down into smaller pieces.
Impacts of plastics on the biosphere including humans
depend on the particle size and the additives incorporated
during production. Macroplastics (larger than 5 mm) can
physically hurt animals and clog the digestive systems if
consumed. Microplastics (less than 5 mm) can accumulate
in organism throughout the food web with health impacts
currently not well understood. Nanoplastics (less than 1 μm
in size) have been integrated at the cellular level in some
organisms [12], and they can cross the blood-brain barrier
[13].
Most of the plastic pollution entering the ocean today
can be attributed to rivers. Estimates of the river
contribution cover a wide range from the 20 top-ranking
rivers contributing 67% [28] to the ten top-ranked rivers
accounting for roughly 90% of the global river-borne load
[14]. This large uncertainty emphasizes the urgent need for
improved observations.
Most of the top-ranking rivers are located in Asia and
Africa. Recognizing that much of this load results from the
export of hard-to-recycle plastics from the richer to the
poorer countries, the United Nations augmented on May 10,
2019 the Basel Convention with a legally binding

framework to reduce this export significantly and makes
exchange between member countries of the Convention and
other countries illegal [15].
The rapidly changing regulatory and commercial
context has a large impact on trajectories of plastics,
including the flows into the ocean. Fig. 1 shows the change
on export of plastics waste from the USA after China in
2017 drastically reduced the amount of plastic waste that
could be exported to China. As a result of this change, the
USA is exporting much more to Thailand, Vietnam, and
Malaysia, where processing is very poor. The augmentation
of the Basel Convention will no longer allow any trade of
plastic waste between member (Thailand, Vietnam, and
Malaysia) and non-member (USA) countries of the
Convention, and this will again change significantly the
global trajectories of plastics waste. However, there are no
sufficient observations that would allow an assessment of
the impact these changes have on the flows of plastics into
the ocean.

Figure 1. Export of plastic waste from the US. Note the sharp
decrease of export to China and Hong Kong and increase of export
to Malaysia, Vietnam, and Thailand after China changed the
import regulations for plastic waste in 2017. Courtesy The
Guardian [16].

There is a need of a more extended agreement on plastic
pollution [17]. The development of such an agreement has
to be informed by extensive observations of the sources and
uses of plastics as well as the trajectories of plastics leaked
into the environment.
New initiatives to extract plastics from the ocean for
economic use are emerging at different levels (although in
terms of amounts removed they are currently not more than
the pro-verbal drop in the bucket), and all of these activities
are in need of information on where to locate plastics in
amounts that would make this extraction economically
viable. Risk assessments and cost-benefit analyses are in
need of quantitative information on plastics in the ocean as
well as a better understanding of the full impacts of plastics
at all scales on the marine biosphere. So far, impact
assessments are extremely limited in scope and only
available for a small range of spatial locations.
Promising efforts are made to monitor and quantify the
flows of plastics into the ocean and to detect and quantify
plastics in the ocean [18,19]. However, in order to fully
explore the existing observation means for the detection,
monitoring and quantifying of ocean plastics, a
comprehensive strategy is need. The strategy for an
Integrated Marine Debris Observing System (IMDOS) is
discussed in [20]. It is important to note that this strategy

should be aligned to the Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) 14 “Life Below Water,” specifically the Target 14.1
“By 2025, prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution
of all kinds, in particular from land-based activities,
including marine debris and nutrient pollution” and the
associated Indicator 14.1.1 “Index of coastal eutrophication
(ICEP) and floating plastic debris density.” Work on
developing this indicator has started [21]. The GEO
Initiative “Oceans and Society: Blue Planet” is contributing
to the development of this indicator. The current work plan
for 14.1.1 [21] identifies four main indicators for plastics:
•

Plastic debris washed/deposited on beaches or
shorelines (beach litter);

•

Plastics debris in the water column;

•

Plastic debris on the seafloor/seabed;

•

Plastic ingested by biota (e.g. sea bird).

Considering the flows of plastics into the ocean, there is
also a need for indicators that characterize these flows. At a
minimum, indicators are needed for:
•

Plastic debris in rivers, including the mouths of
rivers and estuaries

•

Plastic debris from ocean activities (shipping,
fishing, mining),

•

Plastic debris flowing into the ocean as a result of
coastal disasters.

Ocean activities contribute significantly to the flow of
plastics into the ocean. According to [22], derelict fishing
gears account for 46% of the plastics currently in the ocean.
Considering the amount of plastics used in the built
environment, coastal disasters increasingly contribute large
amounts to marine plastic debris [23].
Each of the above indicators requires different
monitoring techniques operating at different spatial and
temporal scales. In the following, we are focusing on
macroplastics in the water column and on beaches and the
flows of macroplastics into the ocean. There is an
immediate need for assessments of the sources and presence
of ocean plastics, as well as to detect plastics in the ocean
through a range of observation means. Tracking the flows
of plastics into the ocean and the circulation of plastics in
the ocean provides a basis for quantitative assessments.
Measurements of the type of plastics in the ocean are also
needed for qualitative assessments and comprehensive risk
analyses.
In order to overcome the many barriers for the use of
scientific knowledge in the development of policies [24] it
will be important to co-designing the research agenda with
decision and policy makers and to co-create the knowledge.
An important process to facilitate this is participatory
modeling.
II. CHALLENGES TO MONITORING PLASTIC
There are many challenges to the remote sensing of
plastic pollution in the coastal and marine environment.
Most of the plastic items have sub-meter size and are
dispersed in the ocean or along beaches. These individual
pieces are difficult to image from existing space platforms,
which typically have resolutions from 5 m up to 1 km. The

fact that large-scale remote sensing instruments are not able
to directly detect plastics is not only due to the size of plastic
elements compared to the resolution but also the limited
ability of high-resolution systems (optical, radar or
hyperspectral sensors) to differentiate water-covered
plastics from the surrounding water. In addition,
fragmentation and decomposition reduces the size of the
items over time, and thus further limits the possibility of
detection. Airborne systems offer higher spatial resolution,
but have limited temporal and spatial coverage. Groundbased systems such as HF radar can monitor coastal surface
currents but will not see small plastic debris. The integration
of multi-source remote sensing and in situ observation with
models of surface currents appears to be necessary to
generate an observational basis for the quantification of the
indicators listed in the Introduction. For this quantification,
inputs from other expert communities will be necessary in
order to utilize knowledge of the lifecycle of plastics in the
ocean. Moreover, an improvement of the methods and
sampling systems is required, with calibrated and intercomparable data. A standardized metadata description is
also necessary.
For in situ observations, a combination of dedicated
platforms, measurements of opportunity, networks of
citizen scientists, and crowd sourcing has the potential to
provide a sufficient database for estimations of both the
quantity and types of plastics in the ocean. In situ platforms
of observations should be developed or adapted with an
emphasis on having them on-board ships, with real-time
monitoring of measurements with a global satellite system
(Internet of Ships). And data must be acquired on the whole
globe.
To properly quantify the mass of plastic requires
spatially distributed measurements of all size classes of
debris at global scales, including the seafloor, which cannot
presently be met with existing technology. Further
complicating these aspects are the changes in depth, which
affect detection, and disappearance through ingestion by
wildlife for example. Thus, the only way to monitor and
assess plastics in any quantifiable manner is through a set of
well- defined proxy indicators.
III. TECHNOLOGIES
In the following, observation technologies are discussed
based on a selection of the indicators and auxiliary
information needs. The indicators considered are:
•

Plastic debris washed/deposited on beaches or
shorelines (beach litter);

•

Plastics debris in the water column;

•

Plastic debris in rivers, including the mouths of
rivers and estuaries

•

Plastic debris from ocean activities (shipping,
fishing, mining),

•

Plastic debris flowing into the ocean as a result of
coastal disasters.

Auxiliary information discussed is for ocean surface
circulation. Here, we are not considering observation
approaches to the monitoring of impacts in detail. Potential
impacts on wildlife can be mapped and quantified spatially
by overlaying known trajectories of plastics, marine wildlife

migration corridors, and habitats, although the depth
distribution of each of these variables would have to be
considered [25]. This of course requires good knowledge of
wildlife habitats in space and time, which is often not
available. The most visible and accessible evidence of
impacts on wildlife is found at beaches, coral reefs and river
mouths, while evidence from more remote location on the
seafloor and in the open ocean is very sparse and less
accessible. Importantly, an integrated information system
should provide crowd-sourcing tools to collect information
on plastic impacts on wildlife. Intelligent big data analyses
should be used to extract observations from social media,
the press, and published literature. Particularly susceptible
bird species could be tagged and tracked for potential
interactions with marine litter. Whales and other mammal
species that are knowingly at risk to digest plastics might
also be tagged to identify areas with plastic contents.
Combining the information collected in the integrated
information with models (see Section IV) would provide a
tool for more detailed and comprehensive assessments of
the impacts.
Sea bottom plastic monitoring is only possible via
remotely operated vehicles such as submarines or manned
submarines which can view seabed plastic, or take core or
surface samples to detect presence of microplastics [32].
III.1 Plastic debris washed/deposited on beaches or
shorelines (beach litter)
Baseline surveys should summarize the standing stock,
abundance, distribution and composition of litter on beaches
with consistent monitoring protocols and standards.
Beaches should also be characterized by physical
characteristics that make them prone to have plastic:
location (rural or urban), presence of regular cleaning
(resorts), tides, or exposure, or storms [29, 30]. These
characteristics would indicate areas most likely to collect
plastic. Combined with observations of litter to determine,
they would aid targeting clean-up efforts.
Observations of beach debris can be collected using
crowdsourcing, citizen scientist programs, autonomous
monitoring tools (e.g., webcams, robots), and airborne
surveys (drones). Citizen science programs could focus on
mapping plastic types and amounts on beaches. Global
citizen scientist programs exists that could be utilized here.
For example, the Global Learning and Observations to
Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) program (see
https://www.globe.gov) is a worldwide science and
education program, in which many high school students
engage in observations. Developing a standard procedure
and app for plastic at beaches (and in the environment)
could rapidly increase the information available on global
scale. Using drone or aerial surveys would likely cause large
costs and should address priority areas.
Currently, standards for the collection, storing and
processing of observations of plastics at beaches and other
coastal locations are lacking. There is a need to develop
templates and tools for the collection of information on
beach debris. Importantly, intelligent algorithms to identify
and quantify plastics in images are needed, and artificial
intelligence (AI) approaches to pattern recognition are a
promising avenue.
III.2 Plastics debris in the water column

Observation of plastic in the water column can be done
in several ways. Concentration of plastic particles can be
determined via in situ samples collected at the water surface
or in the water column. The samples can be analyzed to
determine the statistics of the debris size as well as the types.
It appears necessary to establish a globally coordinated
program to collect and analyze such samples along carefully
selected transects. These transects should be determined
based on extensive model studies (see Section IV).
The presence and movements of plastic could
potentially be monitored by satellites, particularly for
plastic at or near to the water surface. Satellite observations
are limited in spatial and temporal resolution. Therefore,
drones or blimp surveys should be used in selected
accessible areas to increase resolution as needed. Both,
drones and blimps are limited in terms of timing and spatial
coverage, and their use should be guided by model studies.
Fixed-wing drones are increasing the distance and duration
of drone flights. Blimps have the advantage of longer stable
flights.
Multi-spectral satellite remote sensing of plastic in the
water column is currently only possible for larger elements
on or close to the water surface, and under good atmospheric
conditions (no clouds). Commercial high-resolution
satellite data are available for purchase but have low
temporal resolution. In all cases cloud cover and sea surface
conditions affect the detection of debris no matter the
resolution.
As the plastic elements sink or decompose, the
likelihood of detection with remote sensing methods
decreases significantly. There are some promising methods
looking at anomalies or particular signatures to identify
ocean plastic. For example ESA’s Sentinel-3 satellite has an
ocean color imager that is potentially detecting unique
signatures or large agglomerations of plastic. However, this
sensor only images at 300 m resolution, and even with a
revisit rate of almost every 2 days, it will not detect most
plastic of interest. Commercially available hyperspectral
sensors such as HyMap may be more suited for detecting
plastics [33, 34].
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) provides highresolution information on parameters of the ocean surface
such as topography, roughness, surface waves, winds and
currents, which can be correlated with the movement of
marine debris, or used for the identification of convergent
fronts where floating debris collects. Larger objects, which
float at the surface can be detected directly with SAR or
through secondary surface wave patterns, although false
alarms remain a significant obstacle [18,35].
Direct tracking of plastic or floating pieces can be
achieved more reliably with debris tagged with GPS tags
and transmitters. Trajectories of ocean plastic can be
compiled to reconstruct the path of plastic from source to
fate. These trajectories would provide important data for the
assimilation in the model discussed in Section IV. Tracking
can be achieved with Argos tracking sensors, or GPS
devices, which may however remain too expensive to
implement widely. The upcoming Kineis constellation from
CLS, or a low-tech solution such as PandaSat proposed by
WWF could provide more affordable solutions in 2021.
These do however come with the caveat of introducing
electrical trash into the environment. For areas close to

shore, cheaper, accurate IoT (internet of things) technology
can be deployed using conventional 3G networks, or Lora
systems to provide better coverage where mobile data is
lacking. Iridium satellite connectivity is prohibitively
expensive to be deployed into the sea.
III.3 Plastic debris in rivers, including the mouths of rivers
and estuaries
Main sources of marine litter entering the ocean through
rivers are due to improperly managed plastic waste,
including failed recycling, inadequate sewage systems, and
inadequate disposal [4]. A combination of an intensive 2week in situ sampling program with hydrological data
showed that the Saigon river, Vietnam, carried macroplastic
loads at least four times higher than previously estimated
[26]. This underlines the importance of case studies in those
rivers that knowingly contribute significantly to the flow of
plastic into the ocean.
There are various technologies to estimate riverine
sources directly with varying levels of effort, scale and
accuracy. Drone or field surveys of river mouths can assess
accumulated plastic. A standard methodology for dronebased surveys of plastic is being developed by DRONET
[27].
Sediment outflows at river mouths, indicative and
correlated with land-based sources of pollution might be a
potential indicator for plastic debris. Sediment samples in
estuaries could also provide information on plastic contents,
potentially given time variability over the last five to seven
decades.
In addition to estimates of plastics at river mouths and
in estuaries, it would be important to map the input of plastic
into the rivers. Variables such as watershed population,
sources of waste and leakages into the environment,
management practices, and runoff would be important
auxiliary data to harvest from existing sources.
III.4 Plastic debris from ocean activities (shipping, fishing,
mining)
Many sea-based activities contribute to marine debris.
Important contributions come from fishing and aquaculture,
shipping (e.g., transport, tourism), offshore mining and
extraction, and illegal dumping at sea. As most sea-based
sources of plastic come from ship presence or traffic, the
comprehensive available Automatic Identification System
(AIS) data provides a valuable database. While various free
sources of AIS data exist online, these are limited in scope.
The full database is available for purchase. Based on this
full database, pattern recognition and matching algorithms
could be used to match hotspots of marine litter with ship
presence, taking into account the trajectories of these
hotspots based on ocean currents. This would allow
determination of ship size, type, and flag country to identify
the most likely polluters.
Knowing where the most important fishing areas are at any
given one point in time (e.g., using the such as with Global
Fishing Watch, https://globalfishingwatch.org) would help
to detect major potential sources and locations of ghost gear.
Aquaculture is also a known source of lost fishing gear and
apparatus. Locations of these activities can be detected
reliably with high-resolution imagery [31] and they can also
be harvested from publicly available data sources.

III.5 Plastic debris flowing into the ocean as a result of
coastal disasters.
The modern built environment includes a large fraction
of plastic material. In 2015, 72 million tons of plastic went
into building and construction (with an average use time of
35 years) [1]. Considering the migration of the global
population, a large fraction of this is located in the coastal
zone or in flood zones and thus exposed to hydrometeorological hazards. This rapidly increasing exposure of
the built environment to floods and storms has increased the
likelihood of plastic and other debris entering the ocean.
The risk is further exacerbated by the likely increase of the
frequency and intensity of hydro-meteorological hazards
due to modern climate change.
Information on the amount of marine debris resulting
from coastal disasters is urgently needed. Databases
compiled by insurances, real-estate companies and
municipalities could be harvested to estimate and map the
plastic integrated the built environment. Overlaying this
information with disaster assessment would provide a basis
to quantify the amount of plastic and other debris washed
into the ocean during major hazardous events.
III.6 Ocean surface currents
A very important auxiliary input for modeling the
trajectories of plastics in the ocean are ocean surface
currents. The output of regional and global Ocean General
Circulation Models (OGCM) can be used to map and
predict past and future trajectories of marine plastic. This
can assist in identifying sources and accumulation locations
[40]. The data used to generate these models include wind
speed and direction, mapped sea level anomaly (MSLA),
and sea surface temperature, which are available almost
daily. These models can be fine-tuned using data from
buoys, or GPS tracked plastic pieces [37, 38]. Threedimensional modeling of marine plastic is also being
developed, for example by the TOPIOS project
(http://topios.org/).

analysis [39], which this model system would support.
Likewise, the model system would facilitate cost-benefit
analyses for mitigation means.
This integrated system also would allow for a scenariobased exploration of possible futures. After careful
validation and calibration, this model could be used to
assess future trajectories for ocean plastics based on
scenarios of plastic production, waste management,
recycling and reuse practices, as well as efforts to remove
plastics from the ocean. Desirable futures could then be
connected back to transformative policies that need to be
implemented to ensure such futures.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The growing plastic pollution in the ocean comes with a
high risk for the marine biosphere and with unknown risk
for humanity. Information on the quantity of plastic in the
ocean and its impacts on marine life and beyond is limited.
There is an urgent need to establish an integrated
information system that meets the societal knowledge needs
for decision and policy making addressing this global
challenge. While there are many promising observation
techniques and approaches for in situ and remote sensing,
many of these techniques need to be adapted and improved
to provide useful observations. A wide range of sensorbased, harvested, and crowd-sourced observations need to
be integrated with a global modeling system. IEEE/OES in
collaboration with the Blue Planet Initiative of the GEO and
UNEP is leading an initiative aiming to bring together
experts and social agents to co-develop the information and
modeling system.
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